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Abstract
Transaction costs permeate all areas of the country's fisheries sector. Organizations often face
similar costs, sometimes without realizing it. The authors consider that, first of all, institutions of
interactions of economic entities, public-private partnerships and the integration of business structures
should be considered as institutions that determine the institutional framework for regulating transaction
costs. The economy of the Kaliningrad region has a fairly high degree of diversification, as evidenced by
the structure of the gross regional product. In the region there are no clusters and industries monopolizing
the main economic trends of its development. At the same time, the lack of large-scale production and
service industries, coupled with increased competition in the Baltic region, sharply limits the
opportunities for macro-regional positioning. Exclave nature of the Kaliningrad region and its remoteness
from the mainland territory of the Russian Federation by the borders of foreign states creates for it
significant competitive problems that hamper development, in comparison with the other regions of the
Baltic Sea and the Russian Federation. Returning to the question of determining the institutional
framework for regulating transaction costs in the fisheries sector of the region, we rely on the study. The
result of the study was a primary analysis of competitive product lines, where a positive role of small
business was revealed. As a result, the rationale for choosing a fisheries cluster in the Kaliningrad region
was confirmed.
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1.

Introduction
This article describes the content of the research conducted by the order of the Federal Agency for

Fisheries on the topic of “Development of new methods, algorithms, computer accounting programs,
control and planning of goods flows of industrial enterprises in the fishery industry” from the point of
view of the transaction approach.
Theory of transaction costs is the integral part of a new direction in economic science:
neoinstitutionalism. It is associated with the names of outstanding economists (e.g. Coase, 1988; Allen &
Coase, 1991; Williamson, 1985).
For the unit of analyses in this theory, it is customary to use a transaction, an act of economic
interaction. The concept of transaction is treated extremely widely. It is used to describe the exchange of
goods and legal obligations; short-term and long-term transactions, both requiring and not requiring
detailed documentation. The costs and losses accompanying such interaction are transaction costs.
Determination of the institutional framework for regulation of transaction costs in fisheries
complex of the Kaliningrad region, taking account the specific conditions of the organisation of economic
activities by the main economic entities (state, business structures, households) will significantly increase
the competitiveness of this region.
Institutional frameworks are the restrictions determined by a set of “rules of the game” that
regulate the interaction of institutional actors. “Rules of the game” include norms, principles, orders that
are developed between institutional actors in different ways (for example, evolutionary or revolutionary,
natural or artificial). All these “rules of the game” as a whole reflect the objectively formed socioeconomic conditions, target economic actors to the effective development of activities. Through an
institutional framework, it is possible to structure an institutional space where institutional actors carry
out their activities, giving the required direction to their interactions, specifying functionality and
regulating the interactions between them, thereby increasing their effectiveness.
The authors consider that, first of all, institutions of interactions of economic entities, publicprivate partnerships and the integration of business structures should be considered as institutions that
determine the institutional framework for regulating transaction costs.
These are institutions that interact with each other with a directed impact on transaction costs.
They can comprehensively regulate them both in general and elementally. Unfortunately, they are not
sufficiently developed in the domestic economy, but at the same time have considerable potential.
Figure 01 presents the institutional framework for regulating transaction costs based on the most
commonly used transaction cost typology.
In the relationships and interactions of business structures, the costs of opportunistic behavior,
including costs associated with any forms of breach of obligations assumed, are the largest share in
transaction costs.
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Figure 01. Institutional framework for regulating transaction costs
Institutional integration of business structures (holdings, financial and industrial groups, integrated
business groups, clusters) is the institutional framework, that regulates the transaction costs of
opportunistic behavior. The authors distinguish this form of integration as clusters with respect to the
Kaliningrad region.

2.

Problem Statement
We will consider clusters from the position of the institutional approach.
It is not accidental that a “cluster” is formed as a community of firms are closely related to

industries and contribute to the growth of each other's competitiveness. Clusters are the “points of the
growth” of the industry and the basis for international expansion. In the economy, as a rule, after the first
cluster new ones are created, the country's competitiveness on the international market is growing. Today,
the high competitiveness of developed countries is based on the positions of individual clusters. In the
process of cluster formation, its production starts to support each other. Accordingly, the benefits are
distributed among all participants. New producers – cluster members coming from other industries,
accelerate its development, stimulating innovative approaches and providing the means necessary to
implement new strategies. There is a free exchange of information. Connections within the cluster
generate new opportunities and prospects. In turn, human resources generate ideas and create new
combinations. Thus, the cluster becomes a means of overcoming isolation on regional problems,
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inflexibility, inertia and corruption, which can reduce, and in some cases even block, the positive impact
of competition.
Consequently, the cluster allows for transactions to be more profitable, significantly reducing
transaction costs. If there is a whole cluster of industries, there is an acceleration of the process of
formation of factors where domestic competitors are present. Cluster firms from related industries invest
in related technologies, human resources, infrastructure, which initiates the creation of new enterprises
and organizations. The cluster is a kind of catalyst for large investments with the close attention of the
government. The economic resources of isolated industries that do not use them productively to flow into
the cluster.
You can imagine a cluster in the form of a pyramid, which includes three levels. The first is the
leading firms exporting products and services outside the region. The next level is a network of supplies,
these are small and medium-sized companies that supply components and/or services to leading
companies, they constitute the so-called ecosystem. The third level is social and economic infrastructure,
business climate. These are different organizations, that provide key companies with infrastructure,
human and financial resources.
The cluster center, as a rule, is made up of several powerful firms. Competitive relations remain
between them. Accordingly, the cluster should not be confused with financial group or a cartel. The
cluster creates the most favorable conditions for accelerated growth of specialized production, supporting
and servicing, as a promising market for venture and other innovative companies is formed. In
consequence, these are generators of competitive advantages of clusters. Providing small supplies with
orders for simple components, the cluster copies its structure to the national community of companies
with one important difference: it gathers leading companies in the region, countries that determine its
international competitiveness.
Mechanisms, which facilitate interchange within the cluster, between the companies in different
industries are conditions that facilitate the coordination of interest of firms linked horizontally and
vertically, and free movement of information. Factors that accelerate the movement of information are the
personal relationships that arise as a result of joint learning; communications, due to geographical
proximity and industry association; corporate standards of conduct. Factors, that determine the
coincidence of goals, as well as the compatibility within the cluster: common ownership of the industrial
group; participation in joint-stock ownership; personal and family ties between firms within the cluster,
and some others.
Clusters are located, as a rule, in one region. Concentration of competitors (producers and buyers)
directly affects the increase in the efficiency of specialization. More significant is the positive impact of
geographical concentration: first, on the development of production processes, and secondly on the
introduction of innovations within the cluster.
The main mechanism for the development of the cluster is the symbiosis of competition and
cooperation. Because of the competition within the cluster, its system is optimized, and due to the inflow
of information, the exchange of specialists and technologies, the financial resources are shifted to the
most necessary sectors for its development.
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The use of cluster organizational technologies is an effective strategy to increase the
competitiveness. Cluster can be considered as a model of public-private partnership. Cluster projects have
a different scale: from microclusters that form within the technology parks at universities, to transnational
clusters that unite thousands of participants.
Unfortunately, cluster technologies in the Russian Federation are applied narrowly. The exception
is the regional level clusters. In Russia, there is often a lack of a clear understanding of the practical
effectiveness of clusters: cluster technologies are perceived by the leaders of the territories in an abstract
manner, applicable exclusively to foreign countries.
In the Russian Federation clusters call many entities: the holding companies, the association of
companies, the business incubator, the industrial park, the special economic zone (SEZ), and the territory
of advanced development (TAD).
In our country there are separate potential regional clusters. For example, an automobile cluster in
the Samara region, a cinema cluster in the Moscow region and others.
The first step in our study to implement a cluster project in the region was to conduct a marketing
study. Based on this, conclusions were drawn about the potential competitiveness of the fisheries cluster.
In the process of identifying strategically important areas of activity of this cluster, statistical data on the
development of the region, the entire set of regional enterprises (large, medium and small) were analyzed;
the dynamics of small businesses are separately singled out; the main indicators of production, economic
and financial activities all the regional enterprises, as well as individual segments, its export-import
balance, territorial distribution of companies and their products by industry.

3.

Research Questions
Given the gap in the existing literature, research questions for this present study are:
▪ To what extent does socio-economic development affect the degree of development of the
region?
▪ What factors determine the correct structure and development of the fisheries cluster in the
Kaliningrad Region?

4.

Purpose of the Study
The objectives of this study are:
▪ To study the factors influencing the competitiveness of the exclave region;
To develop the institutional basis of the cluster system of the fishery complex of the Kaliningrad

region.

5.

Research Methods
The economy of the Kaliningrad region has a fairly high degree of diversification, as evidenced by

the structure of the gross regional product. In the region there are no clusters and industries monopolizing
the main economic trends of its development. This is a sign of the stability of the regional economic
system, suggesting the existence of a fairly effective layer of small and medium-sized businesses. At the
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same time, the lack of large-scale production and service industries, coupled with increased competition
in the Baltic region, sharply limits the opportunities for macro-regional positioning (Decree of the
Government of the Kaliningrad Region of 08.07.2016 N 341, 2016).
Although fisheries account for less than 0.5% of the global economic product, they constitute an
essential economic activity in many parts of the world (World Bank and FAO, 2009) particularly in the
sparsely populated but relatively affluent sub-Arctic regions of the globe and several coastal communities
in Europe and North America. To date, however, the role of fisheries in national and regional economies
is not well understood (Morrissey & O’Donoghue, 2013). What has been established is that the fishing
industry generally constitutes a base industry within regions. Briefly stated; a base industry is an industry
that is capable of operating without the support of other local industries (Roy et al., 2009; North, 1955).
As such, base industries are often founded on natural resources found in the region (Sigfusson, Arnason,
R., & Morrissey, 2013).

5.1. Analysis of socio-economic development indicators of the Kaliningrad Region
Let us dwell on the socio-economic indicators of the development of the Kaliningrad region (see
Table 01).

Table 01. Socio-economic indicators of the development in the Kaliningrad region
Year
Name
2005
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
GROSS REGIONAL PRODUCT
Gross regional product:
Total, mln rub
81838 195749 241005 265361 275886 306233
Per capita, rub
87123 208193.2 255217.8 279096.9 287695.4 325131
The index of the physical volume of the gross regional
103,6 107,6
104,6
104,7
101,0 104,6
product, as a percentage of the previous year
KEY FUNDS
Availability of key funds (at the end of the year, at full
178685 398091 447257 506873 582994 592394
cost), mln. Rub.
Commissioning of key funds, mln. rub.
22623 40433 65188 54061
50498 47319
Degree of depreciation of key funds (at the end of the
31,5
33,1
30,3
31,5
34,7
37,9
year), percent
The share of completely worn-out key funds (at the end
of the year, at full acounting value, as a percentage of
7,9
6,8
6,4
7,1
7,8
8,0
the total amount of key funds)
ENTERPRISES AND ORGANIZATIONS
Number of enterprises and organizations (at the end of
46304 51420 52004 50840
52688 53023
the year, according to state registration data)
Number of small enterprises (at the end of the year)
22377 19206 24340
21538 21779
Note: Source: compiled by the authors according to Rosstat (http://www.gks.ru/)
In 2015, GRP per capita was at the level of 338 thousand rubles per person (in the NWFO - 490
thousand rubles, in the Russian Federation - 445 thousand rubles). In 2016, the GRP index was 99.2% at
constant prices to the level of 2015. In 2016, the GRP of the Kaliningrad region per capita, according to a
preliminary estimate of the Ministry of Economy of the Kaliningrad region, formed at the level of 348
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thousand rubles per capita. The preliminary permanent population as of the beginning of 2017 was
986,289 people and increased in January-December 2016 by 9,850 people.
Dynamics of the gross added value of the Kaliningrad region for 2011-2015 is showed in Figure
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Figure 02. Dynamics of the gross added value of the Kaliningrad region for 2011-2015, percentage
Note: Source: complied by the author according to Rosstat (http://www.gks.ru/).
5.2. Assessment of the competitiveness of the region: the factors of the problem and the
prerequisites for the development of the fisheries cluster in the Kaliningrad Region
Exclave nature of the Kaliningrad region and its remoteness from the mainland territory of the
Russian Federation by the borders of foreign states creates for it significant competitive problems that
hamper development, in comparison with the other regions of the Baltic Sea and the Russian Federation.
So the main problems of the Kaliningrad region today are:
▪ low level of industrial production;
▪ physically and morally obsolete equipment;
▪ orientation of almost all manufactured products to the market of the Russian Federation;
▪ poorly developed economic infrastructure and high wear and tear;
▪ unsolved problems in the energy complex;
▪ stagnant environmental problems;
▪ unsolved problems with flooding of a part of the territory in the Kaliningrad region;
▪ loss of agricultural areas due to low attractiveness of this industry.
In order to solve the above problems, the state program of the Russian Federation “Socioeconomic development of the Kaliningrad region until 2020” (Order of the Government of the Russian
Federation of 17.11.2008 N 1662-р, 2008). was developed, and a number of subprograms that identified
the need to address such tasks as the development of the infrastructure of the Kaliningrad region, the
creation of competitive sectors of the economy, improvement of living standards of the population,
development of tourism and mobility of the population. In particular, in order to achieve the objectives,
one of the priority areas is the creation of a network of clusters (Decree of the Government of the Russian
Federation of 07.12.2001 N 866, 2001).
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For effectively socio-economic development of the Kaliningrad region, it is necessary to provide
the conditions for the development of the engineering infrastructure of the newly formed clusters in the
Kaliningrad region. In this regard, the government of the Russian Federation has created a mechanism for
public-private partnership that allows improving the positive investment climate in the Kaliningrad region
and attracting both domestic and foreign investors, while creating conditions for the formation of
personnel for production clusters, etc. (Decree of the Government of the Kaliningrad Region of 25.03.
2014 № 144, 2014).
Despite existing obvious problems, the Kaliningrad region has all the prerequisites for creating a
fisheries cluster:
▪ presence on the territory of the region of at least ten fisheries enterprises, at least one enterprise
that carries out final production;
▪ presence of infrastructure facilities, educational and scientific institutions and other
organizations (FSBSI “AtlantNIRO”, FSBEI HE “Kaliningrad State Technical University”,
FSBEI HE “Baltic State Academy”, etc.), connected by cooperative links with fisheries
enterprises;
▪ there is a large number of joint projects between the participants of the future cluster.
▪ In the addition to the above factors, the region has also additional factors that contribute to the
development of the proposed cluster:
▪ there is a positive trend and a favorable outlook for the development of core markets;
▪ there is an intensive formation of local small and medium-sized companies in the fisheries
industry;
▪ the region has investment attractiveness, and there are free territories for basing the future
cluster. Private investors interested in creating a fisheries industry cluster are looking to the
region.
Below in Figure 03 shows dynamics of exports of fish, fish products, and seafood in the
Kaliningrad region (mln USA dollars).
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Figure 03. Exports of fish, fish products, seafood in Kaliningrad region (mln USA dollars)
Note: Source: coplied by the authors according to Rosstat (http://www.gks.ru/)
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Analysis of Figure 03 shows the deterioration of the situation in the industry and shows an
objective picture to date.
The same dynamics can be seen on Figure 04, which shows the investment activity of companies
in the field of fisheries and fish farming (Without small business entities and the volume of investments
not observed by direct statistical methods).

Figure 04. Investments in fixed assets by the type of economic activity
Source: complied by the authors according to Rosstat (http://www.gks.ru/).
Along with the above-mentioned indicators, we can also observe a significant decline in the labor
productivity index for the industry of fisheries and fish farming in Russia in 2008-2016 (see Figure 05).
In general, the dynamics of the trend on the index is exacerbated and if strong measures are not taken, it
may in general slow down the region's economic indicators.
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Figure 05. Labor productivity index for the fisheries industry and fish farming in Russia in 20082016 (as a percentage of the previous year)
Note: Source: coplied by the authors according to Rosstat (http://www.gks.ru/).
Along with the above-mentioned indicators, we can also observe a significant decline in the labor
productivity index for the industry of fisheries and fish farming in Russia in 2008-2016 (see Figure 05).
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In general, the dynamics of the trend on the index is exacerbated and if strong measures are not taken, it
may in general slow down the region's economic indicators.
According to the OECD, in 2016 in Russia, the contribution of one worker to the country's GDP $
23.9 US per hour, but in OECD countries – $ 46,7 US per hour. In the opinion of the President of the
Russian Federation V. V. Putin it is necessary to boost the labor productivity forcefully, at least by 5-6%
each year. He stressed, that together with the regions, enterprises, and business it is necessary to build a
clear working system to support employment and labor mobility.
Meanwhile, the number of high-productivity jobs in the fisheries industry in the Kaliningrad
region has slightly increased, but in general for the Russian Federation this indicator tends to decline (see

In thousands of units

Figure 06).
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Figure 06. The number of high-productivity jobs in the fisheries industry in the Kaliningrad region
in 2013-2016
Note: Source: coplied by the authors according to Rosstat (http://www.gks.ru/).
Analysis of the dynamics of the development of the fisheries industry in the Kaliningrad region
shows that it is now the situation is acute and it is necessary to take prompt measures to bring the industry
out of the crisis.

6.

Findings
In order to remedy the situation, the federal center jointly with the administration of the

Kaliningrad region have developed a number of initiatives aimed at stimulating business development in
the region. Substantial changes were made to certain legislative acts of the Russian Federation on the
socio-economic development of the Kaliningrad region.
Possessing a favorable geographical location and using the updated package of legislative
innovations on the Special Economic Zone (SEZ), tax preferences and benefits, which come into effect on
January 1, 2018, the effeciency of the activities of companies and investors in the fisheries cluster
increases more qualitatively, which in turn makes the region the most profitable territory for doing
business in Russia (Federal law of 05.12.2017 N 393-FL, 2017).
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The result of the study was a primary analysis of competitive product lines, where a positive role
of small business was revealed. As a result, the rationale for choosing a fisheries cluster in the
Kaliningrad region was confirmed.
Further, it is necessary to develop a system of performance indicators for proposed cluster project.
Cluster organizational technologies will successfully solve the problem of increasing competitiveness,
improve the export-import balance of the region. The main result of this project will be the improvement
of the regional trade balance, export growth and import substitution. Among the indicators of the
efficiency of the cluster project, we can single out the positive dynamics: the main indicators of the
financial and economic activities of the cluster participants; tax revenues, investments, including foreign
ones; number of organizations and enterprises of the cluster; the share of the sector of small and mediumsized enterprises in the cluster project; increase in the share of the innovative product in the total output of
the cluster; growth of skilled jobs, etc.
Then, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth analysis of the selected areas, which will help clarify
the system of project objectives and create a schedule for the creation of the cluster, identify key
activities, performers, cost estimates, funding sources. As a result, the cluster project is disaggregated to
the level of subprojects.
The cluster project is of a purely practical nature. The development of small business in the
process of implementing the activities of the cluster project is a subordinate task, but at the same time,
during the cluster project, small businesses are actively developing in the region.
Cluster state policy is quite complex. It is implemented at different levels, which requires
coordinated actions by both federal and regional authorities. Now there is a third level - interstate. The
Baltic countries Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark can be cited as an example, which is very
important for the Kaliningrad region.
Further, the success of the cluster approach is determined by how fully it will be possible to attract
those, who should be interested in the project, who is capable of real contribution to the development of
the region. They are representatives of industry, business community, public authorities, public
organizations and associations, which are connected by a complex network of various interactions. Most
of them are reoriented to social partnership, for the purposes of strategic regional development.
We conclude that the cluster is a fundamentally new element in the structural integration of
business structures, an informal association of enterprises. From the set of approaches, we single out its
general characteristics, namely: the territorial community of firms, their interrelation and specialized
orientation.
It is necessary to clarify that the integration forms of economic interactions of various business
levels from small to large do not have the following features of cluster system:
▪ the presence of the leader — the leading enterprises that determines the strategy for the
development of the entire system;
▪ territorial localization of the majority of participants in the cluster project;
▪ stability and long-term coordination, the dominant importance of economic ties between
economic entities – participants of the cluster system.
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Let's present the author's position on the structure of the fisheries cluster of the Kaliningrad region
(see Fig. 07).
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Figure 07.

Fisheries cluster of the Kaliningrad region

Cluster policy focuses on strengthening the relationships between the cluster members. Not only
the leaders of the cluster, but also, as can be seen from its structure (Figure 07), the auxiliary industries,
organizations associated with it, ensure the introduction of innovations in technological equipment and
components, which significantly increases their competitiveness. The increase in labor productivity
through the introduction of innovations in the organizational and technological spheres, the stimulation of
the emergence of new firms that expand the boundaries of the cluster, are due to the emergence of
interactions in it. Similar results are achieved by crossing the activities of different clusters that operate in
the same region. The growth of the cluster's competitiveness is determined by the presence of an
experienced local consumer, whose demand outstrips the requirements of other markets and is something
like litmus for the global consumption of new goods and services.
Clusters are distinguished by a complex combination of cooperation and competition. They are
located in various planes, complementing each other, and, first of all, in the field of innovative processes.
The cluster interacts with the external consumer of products, services on the terms of cooperation, but
with the internal, on the contrary, on the terms of competition. Clusters are present in the world market as
unified agents of competition and networks, this allows them to resist the tendencies of global
competition, and the innovation policy implemented by them through corporate means significantly
reduces transaction costs.
It should be noted the following trend of development of cluster system, developed in recent
decades, - inter-firm cooperation of enterprises of the small business segment. The basic principle in it is
the principle of horizontal cooperation. In order to strengthen specialization and increase competitiveness,
small enterprises with approximately the same production capacities are united. These groups of small
enterprises actively cooperate among themselves, realizing the declared goal in the project, and at the
same time receive economies of scale because transaction costs are reduced. Mobile clusters, which unite
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many small businesses, successfully compete with large firms, forming local production systems. The
territories where such small firms are located begin to play the role of a paradigm for the development of
the region. Export-oriented clusters create opportunities for firms entering into them to improve the
quality of products, which allows to significantly increase the share of presence in world markets.
It is important to form the cluster as much as possible to take into account the interests of all
participants, relying on the law of primary personal interest. Only the unification and coordination of the
directives of the system with the personal interests of its participants will ensure its effective functioning.
Otherwise, this will weaken the position of the cluster as a whole. A similar problem arises with the
artificial creation of systems by a solution from above, it can be solved through natural communications.
Returning to the question of determining the institutional framework for regulating transaction
costs in the fisheries sector of the region, we rely on the study (Figure 08).
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To activate the creation of a fisheries cluster, the authors of the article developed a model of the
influence of the cluster entities on the formation of sustainable development in the Kaliningrad region.
The infrastructure includes not less than:
1 institution of HPE or ACT;
2 objects of technological infrastructure;
1 non-profit organization;
1 financial institution.
Using the mechanism of quantitative and qualitative control of the growth of the main indicators of
the socio-economic development of the Kaliningrad region, in conjunction with the most important target
indicators and indicators of various regional programs, strategies and regional development forecasts, an
effective clusterization model of the regional economy can be created and sustainable development of the
region based on the synergetic effect in all branches.
To control the quality of cluster groups and assess the formed economic agglomerations, it is
necessary to use the "Localization coefficient" proposed by Porter (2012), which is calculated by the
following formula:

𝐿𝑄 =

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑔 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑖
𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑔

⁄

𝐸𝑚𝑝

=

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑔 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑔
𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑖

⁄

𝐸𝑚𝑝

,

(1)

Where
LQ - "Localization coefficient";
Empig - the number of employees in sector i in region g;
Empg - total number of employees in the region g;
Empi - number of employees in the industry i;
Emp - the total number of employees.
If the "localization coefficient" is greater than one, then this industry prevails in the economy of
the region. Porter (2012) often uses a threshold value of 0.8 in his works. Such authors as E. Bergman and
Feser (1999) recommend using the "localization coefficient" more than 1.25. In turn, experts note that the
optimal value is more than 1.25, since this affects the importance of cluster groups and their number.
In the following papers of the authors of this article, the "Coefficient of localization of the
Kaliningrad region" will be investigated, cluster groups analyzed and the estimated economic
agglomerations in the region assessed. The authors will continue studies of the aspects of sustainable
development of the Kaliningrad region and will point to the most optimal directions in the formation of
cluster entities in the region.

7.

Conclusion
Exclave nature of the Kaliningrad region and its remoteness from the mainland territory of the

Russian Federation by the borders of foreign states creates for it significant competitive problems that
hamper development, in comparison with the other regions of the Baltic Sea and the Russian Federation.
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The economy of the Kaliningrad region has a fairly high degree of diversification, as evidenced by
the structure of the gross regional product. In the region there are no clusters and industries monopolizing
the main economic trends of its development. This is a sign of the stability of the regional economic
system, suggesting the existence of a fairly effective layer of small and medium-sized businesses. At the
same time, the lack of large-scale production and service industries, coupled with increased competition
in the Baltic region, sharply limits the opportunities for macro-regional positioning.
Thus, the choice of cluster structuring of the economy of the Kaliningrad region as an institutional
framework will significantly increase its competitiveness. This will make it possible to translate the
regional fisheries complex into an innovative way of development, support science and education, expand
export activities, create a modern necessary infrastructure, and improve the quality of life of the
population
The authors believe that the institutional integration of business structures into a fisheries cluster is
the most acceptable form of development for the Kaliningrad region.
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